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1. Introduction

Information spaces, the Web on the Internet in par-
ticular, continue to grow explosively in a borderless
way. In the real world, on the other hand, ongoing
globalization has been diversifying our lifestyles.
Providing information for a user’s daily life in this
environment requires semantic interoperability
among heterogeneous information services. 

To achieve semantic interoperability, semantic
structures called “ontologies” are widely used in the
fields of artificial intelligence, databases, and the
Semantic Web [1]. For example, the Semantic Web
enables users to make queries about restaurants, e. g.,
location and hours of operation, based on an ontology
for restaurants. However, the decentralized nature of
the Web makes it difficult to construct or standardize
a single ontology. Thus, integration of multiple
ontologies is one of the key technologies that need to
be developed for the Semantic Web.

When integrating ontologies, exact correspon-
dences between them are seldom found. For example,
there may be no corresponding class for Cajun restau-
rants in a Japanese ontology for restaurants. In such
cases, one could use an approximation mechanism to

replace “Cajun” with “American restaurant” in the
Japanese ontology. However, most previous research
efforts on ontology integration have not provided
clear semantics for approximation.

Our group previously proposed an approximate
query reformulation framework with clear semantics
to meet the challenge of integrating multiple ontolo-
gies [2]. In this framework, a query represented in one
ontology is reformulated approximately to a query
represented in another ontology. This reformulation is
based on an ontology-mapping specification. To
achieve closer approximation, this framework pro-
vides specialization and generalization operators with
clear semantics for approximate query reformulation.

In this article, we first provide a brief overview of
the Semantic Web and then describe our approximate
query reformulation framework. 

2. The Semantic Web

2.1   Overview
Current Web pages are prepared primarily for use

by people. Consequently, it is difficult for computers
to process Web information. Consider, for example,
the case of searching for a restaurant named “Lon-
don.” Current Web search engines cannot distinguish
whether the “London” on each Web page it finds with
that word means a location, a person’s name, or a
restaurant name, so they list numerous irrelevant
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search results. If each Web page had information
indicating the meaning of “London”, then the search
engine could produce much better search results. To
define such metadata, we need semantic structures,
such as the knowledge that a restaurant has a name, a
location, a phone number, and so on. In the Semantic
Web, each Web document is annotated with metadata
based on semantic structures called “ontologies,” and
users can make queries based on these ontologies.

Tim Berners-Lee, the creator of the Web, proposed
the Semantic Web in the late 1990s. The goal of the
Semantic Web is to realize the Web of Trust, shown
in Fig. 1. The layers below the XML layer essential-
ly correspond to the current (or near future) Web. The
RDF (resource description framework) layer pro-
vides a description framework for metadata. Ontolo-
gies are described in the ontology layer. The logic and
proof layers provide proofs, i.e., how information is
derived from resources such as Web documents.
Together with the proof of derived information and
digital signatures, the Web of Trust is achieved.

The W3C (WWW Consortium) has been standard-
izing description frameworks for metadata and
ontologies [3]. The first version of RDF was stan-
dardized as a description framework for metadata in
1999. The W3C is currently standardizing OWL
(Ontology Web Language) as a description frame-
work for ontologies. 

2.2   Ontology, metadata, and contents
The relationship among ontology, metadata, and

contents is shown in Fig. 2. The ontology layer pro-
vides a framework for describing the semantic struc-
ture. Ontologies are described using classes and
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Fig. 1.   Semantic Web layers.
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properties. For example, “Restaurant” and “Loca-
tion” are classes, and “locatedAt” and “wineList” are
properties. Classes are characterized by their proper-
ties. For example, “Restaurant” has “locatedAt” and
“wineList” properties, and the value of the “locate-
dAt” property is in the “Location” class. OWL pro-
vides several built-in properties, such as “subClass-
Of,” for describing class hierarchies. For example,
Fig. 2 shows that “American Restaurant” is a subclass
of “Restaurant.” (We denote the “subClass-Of” prop-
erty as a solid arrow for easy visualization.) There is
also a built-in “subPropertyOf” property for describ-
ing the property hierarchy, which will be discussed
later.

Contents are annotated with metadata based on
ontologies. For example, the Web page for “Gumbo”
has the metadata shown in Fig. 2. The metadata indi-
cates that “Gumbo” is an instance of “Cajun Restau-
rant” and gives its location and wine list. (The notions
of class and instance are similar to those in object-ori-
ented programming, but properties are not inherited
as subclasses in the Semantic Web. We assume the
“locatedAt” and “wineList” properties are also
defined for the “Cajun Restaurant” class.)

The Semantic Web allows users to make queries
based on ontologies. For example, one can make a
query about a Cajun restaurant that has Merlot on its
wine list, as shown in Fig. 2. (Note that there is no
standard query language as of April 2003. The query
syntax shown in the figures is not a standard one.) A
Semantic Web query engine answers “Gumbo” to this
query by using the ontology and metadata.

3. Need for integration of multiple ontologies

As shown in the previous section, ontologies play
the central role in the Semantic Web. However, the
decentralized nature of the Web makes it difficult to
construct or standardize a single ontology. Regional
information is one reason for this because ontologies
vary with the region due to the cultural differences
among regions. For example, the Yahoo! Japan site
has different information categorization (i.e., ontol-
ogy) from the Yahoo! site in the U.S.

Furthermore, it is desirable for a user to obtain
information based on his or her own ontology. For
example, users of the Yahoo! Japan site may want to
access U.S. regional information but with a catego-
rization that is familiar to them. It is also desirable for
a user to publish information based on his or her own
ontology. 

Ontologies also vary over time. For example,

ontologies for regional information reflect continuing
changes in industrial structures, culture, and so on.
From the viewpoint of scalability, it is impossible to
maintain global consistency with a single huge ontol-
ogy. Furthermore, different people may update or
customize an ontology independently. We thus have
to handle different versions of ontologies.

Therefore, integration of multiple ontologies is one
of the key technologies that need to be developed for
the Semantic Web. Ontology integration requires
approximation mechanisms, since ontologies gener-
ally do not perfectly correspond with each other. 

4. Approximate query reformulation

4.1   Overview
To integrate multiple ontologies, our group pro-

posed an approximate query reformulation frame-
work with clear semantics [2]. In this framework, a
query represented in ontology A (say, in the United
States) is reformulated approximately to a query rep-
resented in ontology B (say, in Japan) based on an
ontology-mapping specification, as shown in Fig. 3.
A Semantic Web query engine processes the refor-
mulated query for metadata based on ontology B.

In our framework, ontology-mapping specifica-
tions are described as an ontology. For example, the
ontology mapping in Fig. 3 specifies that the “Amer-
ican Restaurant” class in ontology A is equivalent to
the “Beikoku RyouriTen” class in ontology B and
that the “wineList” property in ontology A is a sub-
proper ty  of  the  “menu,”  “adul tMenu,”  and
“drinkMenu” properties in ontology B.

Our framework provides reformulation operators
for reformulating queries. There may be many possi-
ble reformulated queries, but we prefer close approx-
imation. Therefore, we specifiy two kinds of refor-
mulation: specialization and generalization. 

With the specialization operators, the reformulated
query is maximally covered by the original query;
i.e., all the answers of the reformulated query are pre-
cise, but some precise answers may be missed. With
the generalization operators, the reformulated query
minimally covers the original query; i.e., the answers
of the reformulated query contain all of the precise
answers, but there may also be imprecise answers.

4.2   Example 
In the example shown in Fig. 3, ontology B has no

class corresponding to “Cajun Restaurant”; however,
there is a “Beikoku RyouriTen” class, which is equiv-
alent to “American Restaurant,” a super-class of
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“Ca jun  Res tau ran t . ”  There fo re ,  “Be ikoku
RyouriTen” contains all Cajun restaurants in Japan,
as well as other subclasses of “American Restaurant,”
e.g., Hawaiian restaurants. 

Similarly, ontology B has no property correspond-
ing to “wineList”, but there are three super-properties
(“menu,” “adultMenu,” and “drinkMenu”) of
“wineList.” Reformulation into only “menu” is over
generalized since children’s menus could also be
included in restaurant menus. As “adultMenu” is
defined to be a sub-property of “menu,” we can do
without “menu.” In this manner, we take into consid-
eration only the lower bounds of super-properties (or
super-classes). In this case, two properties, “adult-
Menu” and “drinkMenu,” are the lower bounds of the
super-properties. Reformulation into only “adult-
Menu” is also over generalized as it may contain food
items for adults.

In our approximate query reformulation frame-
work, generalization operators reformulate a class (or
property) by using the lower bounds of super-classes
(or super-properties). Consequently, a query about a
Cajun restaurant that has Merlot on its wine list is
reformulated into a query about a “Beikoku

RyouriTen” that has Merlot on its menu for adults and
on its menu for drinks.

The theoretical foundation of the Semantic Web is
artificial intelligence and database theory. In particu-
lar, query processing in the Semantic Web is based on
description logic. We previously demonstrated the
correctness of our approximate query reformulation
framework based on description logic [4].

5. Conclusion

Ontologies play the central role in the Semantic
Web, and integration of multiple ontologies is one of
the key technologies that need to be developed for the
Semantic Web. We have developed an approximate
query reformulation framework for integrating multi-
ple ontologies. The correctness of the framework was
shown theoretically.

The approximate query reformulation framework
has been incorporated into the GeoLinkAgent sys-
tem, in which agents coordinate regional information
services. Approximate query reformulation is
required for domains that have cross-cultural aspects
because ontologies vary from region to region due to
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cultural differences.
The prototype system is being used as a platform

for our Real-World Semantic Web project. The goal
of the project is to enrich communication among peo-
ple in a ubiquitous environment based on Semantic
Web technologies. We are developing technologies
for understanding conversations based on ontologies,
a personal repository for inter-personal communica-
tion, and semantic integration of ubiquitous contents,
which include data from distributed heterogeneous
sensors such as GPS devices attached to users and
video cameras located in the environment. We envi-
sion these technologies as tools that will enable us to
advance our work in much more diverse and effective
ways.
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